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Abstract
In this paper we provide a systematic com-
parison of existing and new document-
level neural machine translation solutions.
As part of this comparison, we introduce
and evaluate a document-level variant of
the recently proposed Star Transformer ar-
chitecture. In addition to using the tradi-
tional metric BLEU, we report the accu-
racy of the models in handling anaphoric
pronoun translation as well as coherence
and cohesion using contrastive test sets.
Finally, we report the results of human
evaluation in terms of Multidimensional
Quality Metrics (MQM) and analyse the
correlation of the results obtained by the
automatic metrics with human judgments.
1 Introduction
There has been undeniable progress in Machine
Translation (MT) in recent years, so much so that
for certain languages and domains, when sentences
are evaluated in isolation, it has been suggested
that MT is on par with human translation (Has-
san et al., 2018). However, it has been shown
that human translation clearly outperforms MT at
the document level, when the whole translation is
taken into account (La¨ubli et al., 2018; Toral et al.,
2018; Laubli et al., 2020). For example, the Con-
ference on Machine Translation (WMT) now con-
siders inter-sentential translations in their shared
task (Barrault et al., 2019). This sets a demand for
context-aware machine translation: systems that
take the context into account when translating, as
opposed to translating sentences independently.
© 2020 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 3.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.
Translating sentences in context (i.e. at the doc-
ument level) is essential for correctly handling
discourse phenomena whose scope can go be-
yond the current sentence and which therefore re-
quire document context (Hardmeier, 2012; Baw-
den, 2018; Wang, 2019). Important examples in-
clude anaphora, lexical coherence and cohesion,
deixis and ellipsis; crucial aspects in delivering
high quality translations which often are poorly
evaluated using standard automatic metrics.
Numerous context-aware neural MT (NMT)
approaches have been proposed in recent years
(Tiedemann and Scherrer, 2017; Zhang et al.,
2018; Maruf et al., 2019; Miculicich et al., 2018;
Voita et al., 2019b; Tu et al., 2018), integrat-
ing source-side and sometimes target-side context.
However, they have often been evaluated on differ-
ent languages, datasets, and model sizes. Certain
models have also previously been trained on few
sentence pairs rather than in more realistic, high-
resource scenarios. A direct comparison and anal-
ysis of the methods, particularly concerning their
individual strengths and weaknesses on different
language pairs is therefore currently lacking.
We fill these gaps by comparing a representa-
tive set of context-aware NMT solutions under the
same experimental settings, providing:
• A systematic comparison of context-aware NMT
methods using large datasets (i.e. pre-trained
using large amounts of sentence-level data)
for three language directions: English (EN)
into French (FR), German (DE) and Brazil-
ian Portgueuse (PT br). We evaluate on
(i) document translation using public data for
EN→{FR,DE} and (ii) chat translation using
proprietary data for all three directions. We use
targeted automatic evaluation and human assess-
ments of quality.
• A novel document-level method inspired by the
Star transformer approach (Guo et al., 2019),
which can leverage full document context from
arbitrarily large documents.
• The creation of an additional open-source large-
scale contrastive test set for EN→FR anaphoric
pronoun translation.1
2 Neural Machine Translation
2.1 Sentence-level NMT
NMT systems are based on the encoder-decoder
architecture (Bahdanau et al., 2014), where the
encoder maps the source sentence into word vec-
tors, and the decoder produces the target sentence
given these source representations. These systems,
by assuming a conditional independence between
sentences, are applied to sentence-level transla-
tion, i.e. ignoring source- and target-side context.
As such, current state-of-the-art NMT systems op-
timize the negative log-likelihood of the sentences:
p(y(k)|x(k)) =
n∏
t=1
p(y
(k)
t |y(k)<t , x(k)), (1)
where x(k) and y(k) are the kth source and target
training sentences, and y(k)t is the t
th token in y(k).
In this paper, the underlying architecture is a
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Transform-
ers are usually applied to sentence-level transla-
tion, using the sentence independence assumption
above. This assumption precludes these systems
from learning inter-sentential phenomena. For ex-
ample, Smith (2017) analyzes certain discourse
phenomena that sentence-level MT systems cannot
capture, such as obtaining consistency and lexical
coherence of named entities, among others.
2.2 Context-aware NMT
Context-aware NMT relaxes the independence as-
sumption of sentence-level NMT; each sentence is
translated by conditioning on the current source
sentence as well as other sentence pairs (source
and target) in the same document. More for-
mally, given a document D containing K sentence
pairs {(x(1), y(1)), (x(2), y(2)), . . . , (x(K), y(K))},
the probability of translating x(k) into y(k) is:
p(y(k) | x(k)) =
n∏
t=1
p(y
(k)
t | y(k)<t , X, Y (<k)), (2)
1The dataset and scripts are available at https://github.com/
rbawden/Large-contrastive-pronoun-testset-EN-FR
where X := {x(1), . . . , x(K)} are the document’s
source sentences and Y (<k) := {y(1), . . . , y(k−1)}
the previously generated target sentences.
2.3 Chat translation
A particular case of context-aware MT is chat
translation, where the document is composed of
utterances from two or more speakers, speaking
in their respective languages (Maruf et al., 2018;
Bawden et al., 2019).
There are two main defining aspects of chat:
the content type (shorter, less planned, more infor-
mal and ungrammatical and noisier), and the con-
text available (past utterances only, from multiple
speakers in different languages). Specifically, chat
is an online task where only the past utterances
are available and context-aware models (see §3)
need to be adapted to cope with multiple speak-
ers. In this work we introduce tokens to distinguish
each speaker and modifying the internal flow of
the method to incorporate both speakers’ context.
There is also an additional challenge in how to han-
dle both language directions and how using gold or
predicted context affects chat models. In this work
we consider a simplification of this problem by as-
suming the language direction of the first speaker
is always from a gold set, leaving for future work
the assessment of the impact of using predictions
of the other speaker’s utterances.
3 Context-aware NMT methods
We compare three previous context-aware ap-
proaches (concatenation, multi-source and cache-
based) in our experiments. As well as illustrat-
ing different methods of integrating context, they
vary in terms of which context (source/target, pre-
vious/future) and how much context (number of
sentences) they can exploit, as shown in Table 1.
Although other context-aware methods do exist,
we choose these three methods as being represen-
tative of the number of context sentences and usage
of both source and target side context.
Concatenation: Tiedemann and Scherrer (2017)
use the previous sentence as context, i.e. X(k−1)
and Y (k−1), concatenated to the current sentence,
i.e. X(k) and Y (k), separated by a special token. It
is called 2to1 when just the source-side context
is used, and 2to2 when the target is used too.
Multi-source context encoder: Zhang et al.
(2018) model the previous source sentences,
X(<k) with an additional encoder. They modify
the transformer encoder and decoder blocks to in-
tegrate this encoded context; they introduce an ad-
ditional context encoder in the source side that re-
ceives the previous two source sentences as con-
text (separated by a special token), encodes them
and passes the context encodings to both the en-
coder and decoder, integrating them using addi-
tional multi-head attention mechanisms. Similar
to the concatenation-based approach, here the con-
text is limited to the previous few sentences.
Cache-based: Tu et al. (2018) model all previ-
ous source and target sentences, X(<k) and Y (<k)
with a cache-based approach (Grave et al., 2016),
whereby, once a sentence has been decoded, its
decoder states and attention vectors are saved in
an external key-value memory that can be queried
when translating subsequent sentences. This is one
of the first approaches that uses the global context.
Other methods have been proposed to use both
source and target history with different ranges of
context. (Miculicich et al., 2018) attends to words
from previous sentences with a 2-stage hierarchi-
cal approach, while (Maruf et al., 2019), simi-
larly, attends to words in specific sentences us-
ing sparse hierarchical selective attention. (Voita
et al., 2019a), which extends the concatenation-
based approach to four sentences in a monolingual
Automatic Post-Edition (APE) setting; whereas
Junczys-Dowmunt (2019) proposes full document
concatenation with a BERT model to improve the
word embeddings through document context and
full document APE. Ng et al. (2019) proposes a
noisy channel approach with reranking, where the
language model (LM) operates at document-level
but the reranking does not. Yu et al. (2019) extends
the previous work using conditionally dependent
sentence reranking with the document-level LM.
#Prev #Fut Src Trg
Concat2to1 (1) 1 - X
Concat2to2 (1) 1 - X X
Multi-source context encoder (2) 2 - X
Cache-based (3) all - X X
Star (4) - (see §4) all all (src) X X
Target APE (5) 3 3 X
Sparse Hierarchical attn. (6) all - X X
Table 1: A summary of the methods compared (1-4). We also
include (5-6) in this summary table for comparative purposes.
4 Doc-Star-Transformer
We propose a scalable approach to document-level
NMT inspired by the Star architecture (Guo et al.,
2019) for sentence-level NMT. We have an equiv-
alent relay node and build sentence-level represen-
tations; we propagate this non-local information at
document-level and enrich the word-level embed-
dings with context information.
To do this, we augment the vanilla sentence-
level Transformer model of Vaswani et al. (2017)
with two additional multi-headed attention sub-
layers. The first sub-layer is used to summarize
the global contribution of each sentence into a sin-
gle embedding. The second layer then uses these
sentence embeddings to update word representa-
tions throughout the document, thereby incorpo-
rating document-wide context.
In §4.1, we describe our model assuming it can
attend to context from the entire document with-
out practical memory constraints. Then in §4.2 we
show how to extend the model to arbitrarily long
contexts by introducing sentence-level recurrence.
4.1 Document-level Context Attention
We begin by describing the encoder of the Doc-
Star-Transformer (Figure 1). We refer to the sen-
tence and word representations of the kth sentence
at layer i as s(k)i and w
(k)
i respectively. Our Doc-
Star-Transformer model makes use of the Scaled
Dot-Product Attention of Vaswani et al. (2017) to
perform alternating updates to sentence and word
embeddings across the document to efficiently in-
corporate document-wide context; our method can
efficiently capture local and non-local context (at
document-level) and, like the Star Transformer,
also eliminates the need to compute pairwise at-
tention scores for each word in the document .
Intermediate word representations, H(k)i , are
updated with sentence-level context. These inter-
mediate representation are then used in a second
stage of multi-headed attention to generate an em-
bedding for each sentence in the document.
H
(k)
i = Transformer(w
(k)
i−1), (3)
s
(k)
i = MultiAtt(s
(k)
i−1,H
(k)
i ), (4)
We then concatenate the newly constructed sen-
tence representations and allow each word in sen-
tence k to attend to all preceding sentences’ repre-
sentations.2 Finally, we apply a feed-forward net-
2We describe our method in the online setting and to match
work, which uses two linear transformations with
a ReLU activation to get the layer’s final output.
H
(k)
i′ = MultiAtt(H
(k)
i , [s
(k)
i ; s
(k−1)
i ; . . . ; s
(1)
i ]),
(5)
w
(k)
i = ReLu(H
(k)
i′ ), (6)
Figure 1: Doc-Star-Transformer encoder.
The Doc-Star-Transformer decoder follows a
similar structure to the encoder, except that the de-
coder does not have access to the sentence repre-
sentation of the current sentence k, thus, remov-
ing sentence s(k)i from (5). Source-side context is
added through concatenation of the previous sen-
tence embeddings from the final layer of the en-
coder with the decoder’s in (5).
4.2 Sentence-level Recurrence
To overcome practical memory constraints (due to
very long documents), we introduce a sentence-
level recurrence mechanism with state reuse, sim-
ilar to that used by Dai et al. (2019). During
training, a constant number of sentence embed-
dings are cached to provide context when translat-
ing the next segment. We cut off gradients to these
cached sentence embeddings, but allow them to
the decoder side. In the document-MT setting, (5) concate-
nates all sentences’ representations to include context from
future source-side sentences during translation.
be used to model long-term dependencies without
context fragmentation. More formally, we allow τ
to be the number of previous sentence embeddings
maintained in the cache and update as follows:
H
(k′)
i = MultiAtt(H
(k)
i , [s
(k)
i ; s
(k)
i−1; . . . ; s
(B)
i ;
SG(s(B)i ); . . . ;SG(s
(B−τ)
i )]),
where B is the index of the first sentence in
the batch and SGs are the sentence representations
with stopped gradients. In contrast with previous
approaches, such as Hierarchical Attention (Maruf
et al., 2019), this gradient caching strategy has the
advantage of letting the model attend to full source
context regardless of document lengths and there-
fore to avoid practical memory issues.
5 Evaluating Context-Aware NMT
The evaluation of context-aware MT is notori-
ously tricky (Hardmeier, 2012); standard auto-
matic metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
are poorly suited to evaluating discourse phenom-
ena (e.g. anaphoric references, lexical cohesion,
deixis, ellipsis) that require document context. We
therefore evaluate all models using a range of
phenomenon-specific contrastive test sets.
Contrastive sets are an automatic way of evalu-
ating the handling of particular phenomena (Sen-
nrich, 2017; Rios Gonzales et al., 2017). The aim
is to assess how well models rank correct transla-
tions higher than incorrect (contrastive) ones. For
context-aware test sets, the correctness of transla-
tions depends on context. Several such sets exist
for a range of discourse phenomena and for sev-
eral language directions: EN→FR (Bawden et al.,
2018), EN→DE (Mu¨ller et al., 2018) and EN→RU
(Voita et al., 2019b). In this article, we evaluate
using the following test sets for our two language
directions of focus, EN→DE and EN→FR:
EN-FR: anaphora, lexical choice (Bawden et
al., 2018):3 two manually crafted sets (200 con-
trastive pairs each), for which the previous sen-
tence determines the correct translation. The sets
are balanced such that each correct translation also
appears as an incorrect one (a non-contextual base-
line achieves 50% precision). Anaphora examples
include singular and plural personal and posses-
sive pronouns. In addition to standard contrastive
examples, this set also contains contextually cor-
rect examples, where the antecedent is translated
3https://github.com/rbawden/discourse-mt-test-sets
strangely, designed to test the use of past transla-
tion decisions. Lexical choice examples include
cases of lexical ambiguity (cohesion) and lexical
repetition (cohesion).
EN→DE: anaphoric pronouns (ContraPro)
(Mu¨ller et al., 2018).4 A large-scale automati-
cally created set from OpenSubtitles2018 (Lison
et al., 2018), in which sentences containing the
English anaphoric pronoun it (and its correspond-
ing German translations er, sie or es) are automat-
ically identified, and contrastive erroneous transla-
tions are automatically created. The test set con-
tains 4,000 examples for each target pronoun type,
and the disambiguating context can be found in
any number of previous sentences.
EN→FR: large-scale pronoun test set We au-
tomatically create a large-scale EN→FR test set
from OpenSubtitles2018 (Lison et al., 2018) in
the style of ContraPro, with some modifications to
their protocol due to the limited quality of avail-
able tools. The test set is created as follows:
1. Instances of it and they and their antecedents are
detected using NEURALCOREF.5 Unlike Mu¨ller
et al. (2018), we only run English coreference
due to a lack of an adequate French tool.
2. We align pronouns to their translations (il, elle,
ils, elles) using FastAlign (Dyer et al., 2013).
3. Examples are filtered to only include sub-
ject pronouns (using Spacy6) with a nominal
antecedent, aligned to a nominal French an-
tecedent matching the pronoun’s gender. We
also remove examples whose antecedent is
more than five sentences away to avoid cases
of imprecise coreference resolution.
4. Contrastive translations are created by inverting
the pronouns’ gender (cf. Figure 2). We modify
the gender of words that agree with the pronoun
(e.g. adjectives and some past participles) using
the Lefff lexicon (Sagot, 2010)).
The test set consists of 3,500 examples for each
target pronoun type (cf. Table 2 for the distribution
of coreference distances).
6 Experimental Setup
As mentioned in §1, we aim to provide a system-
atic comparison of the approaches over the same
4https://github.com/ZurichNLP/ContraPro
5https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref
6https://spacy.io
Context sentence
Some red roses for Your Ladyship.
Des rosesfem. pour madame.
Current sentence
Who could they be from? De qui peuvent-ellesfem. bien eˆtre ?
× De qui peuvent-ilsmasc. bien eˆtre ?
Figure 2: An example from the large-scale EN→FR test set.
# examples at each distance
Pronoun 0 1 2 3 4 5
il 1,628 1,094 363 213 127 75
elle 1,658 1,144 356 166 106 70
ils 1,165 1,180 501 302 196 156
elles 1,535 1,148 409 199 128 81
Table 2: The distribution of each pronoun type according to
distance (in #sentences) from the antecedent.
datasets, training data sizes and language pairs. We
study whether pre-training with larger resources
(in a more realistic high-resource scenario) has an
impact on the methods on language directions that
are challenging for sentence-level MT. We con-
sider translation from English into French (FR),
German (DE) and Brazilian Portuguese (PT br),
which all have gendered pronouns corresponding
to neuter anaphoric pronouns in English (it for all
three and they for FR and PT br).
We compare the three previous methods (§3)
plus the Doc-Star-Transformer in two scenarios:
(i) document MT, testing on TED talks (EN→FR
and EN→PT br), and (ii) chat MT testing on pro-
prietary conversation data for all three directions.
6.1 Data
For both scenarios, we pre-train baseline mod-
els on large amounts of publicly available
sentence-level parallel data (∼18M , ∼22M and
∼5M sentence pairs for EN→DE, EN→FR, and
EN→PT br respectively). We then separately fine-
tune them to each domain. For the document MT
task, we consider EN→DE and EN→FR and fine-
tune on IWSLT17 (Cettolo et al., 2012) TED Talks,
using the test sets 2011-2014 as dev sets, and
2015 as test sets. For the chat MT task, we fine-
tune on (anonymized) proprietary data of 3 dif-
ferent domains and on an additional language pair
(EN→PT br). Dataset sizes are shown in Table 3
(sentence-level pre-training data) and Tables 4–5
(document and chat task data respectively).
Train Dev
EN-DE 18M 1K
EN-FR 20M 1K
EN-PT br 5M 1K
Table 3: Sentence-level corpus sizes (#sentences)
Train Dev Test
EN-DE 206K 5.4K 1.1K
EN-FR 233K 5.8k 1.2K
Table 4: TED talks document-level corpus sizes (#sentences)
Domain1 Domain2 Domain3
EN-DE
Train 674k 62K 13K
Dev 37K 3.2K 0.6K
Test 35K 3.6K 0.7K
EN-FR
Train 395K 108K 110K
Dev 21K 6.3K 6.1K
Test 22K 6.2K 6.3K
EN-PT br
Train 235K 61K 13K
Dev 13K 3.4K 0.7K
Test 13K 3.2K 0.7K
Table 5: The corpora sizes of the chat translation task. We
consider both speakers for this count.
6.2 Training Configuration
For all experiments we use the Transformer base
configuration (hidden size of 512, feedforward size
of 2048, 6 layers, 8 attention heads) with the
learning rate schedule described in (Vaswani et
al., 2017). We use label smoothing with an ep-
silon value of 0.1 (Pereyra et al., 2017) and early
stopping of 5 consecutive non-improving valida-
tion points of both accuracy and perplexity. Self-
attentive models are sensitive to batch size (Popel
and Bojar, 2018), and so we use batches of 32k to-
kens for all methods.7 For all tasks, we use a sub-
word unit vocabulary (Sennrich et al., 2016) with
32k operations. We share source and target embed-
dings, as well as target embeddings with the final
vocab projection layer (Press and Wolf, 2017).
For the document translation experiments, we
run the same experimental setting with 3 different
seeds and average the scores of each model.
For the approaches that fine-tune just the
document-level parameters (i.e. cache-based,
multi-source encoder, and Doc-Star-Transformer),
we reset all optimizer states and train with the
same configuration as the baselines (with the base
parameters frozen), as described in (Tu et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018). For Doc-Star-Transformer we
use multi-heads of 2 and 8 heads. All methods are
7The optimizer update is delayed to simulate the 32k tokens.
implemented in Open-NMT (Klein et al., 2017).
6.3 Chat-specific modifications
In the case of the concatenation-based approaches,
multi-source context encoder, and the Doc-Star-
Transformer, we add the speaker symbol as spe-
cial token to the beginning of each sentence. For
the cache-based systems, we introduce two differ-
ent caches, one per speaker, and investigate dif-
ferent methods for deep fusing them (Tu et al.,
2018): (i) deep fusing the first speaker’s cache first
and next fusing with the second speaker’s cache,
(ii) the same method but with the second speaker
first, and (iii) jointly integrating the caches. In ad-
dition, for the cache-based system we explore the
effect of storing full words or subword units in
the external memory For the full word approach,
we use subword units in the vocab but merge the
words when adding to the cache.
6.4 Evaluation setup
We perform both automatic and manual evalua-
tion, in order to gain more insights into the dif-
ferences between the models.
Automatic evaluation: We first evaluate
all methods with case-sensitive detokenized
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).8 We then evaluate
context-dependent discourse-level phenomena us-
ing the previously described contrastive test sets.
For EN→DE this corresponds to the large-scale
anaphoric pronoun test set of Mu¨ller et al. (2018)
and for EN→FR our own analogous large-scale
anaphoric pronoun test set (described in §5),9 as
well as the manually crafted test sets of Bawden et
al. (2018) for anaphora and coherence/cohesion.
Manual evaluation: In the case of the chat
translation task (using proprietary data), in addi-
tion to BLEU, we also manually assess the perfor-
mance of the systems with professional human an-
notators, who mark the errors of the systems with
different levels of severity (i.e. minor, major, crit-
ical). In the case of extra-sentential errors such as
agreements we asked them to mark both the pro-
noun and its antecedent. We score the systems’
performance using Multidimensional Quality Met-
rics (MQM) (Lommel, 2013):
MQM =100− minor + major ∗ 5 + critical ∗ 10
Word count
8Using Moses’ (Koehn et al., 2007) multi-bleu-detok.
9For both large-scale test sets, we make sure to exclude the
documents they include from the training data.
By having access to the full conversation, the
annotators can annotate both intra- and extra-
sentential errors (e.g. document-level error exam-
ples of agreement or lexical consistency).
We prioritize documents with a large number of
edits compared to the sentence-level baseline (nor-
malized by document length) due to document-
level systems tending to perform few edits with re-
spect to the high performance non-context-aware
systems. We request annotations of approximately
200 sentences per language pair and method.
7 Results and analysis
7.1 Document Translation Task
Table 6 shows the results of the average perfor-
mance of each system on IWSLT data according
to BLEU. Although the approaches have previ-
ously shown improved performance compared to
a baseline, when a stronger baseline is used, we
see marginal to no improvements over the baseline
for both language directions.
EN→DE EN→FR
Baseline 32.08 40.92
Concat2to1 31.84 40.67
Concat2to2 30.89 40.57
Cache SubWords 32.10 40.91
Cache Words 32.12 40.88
Zhang et al. 2018 31.03 40.95
Star, 2 heads, gold target ctx 31.76 41.00
Star, 2 heads, predicted target ctx 31.39 40.72
Star, 8 heads, gold target ctx 31.74 40.74
Star, 8 heads, predicted target ctx 31.29 40.58
Table 6: BLEU score results on the IWSLT15 test set (aver-
aged over 3 different runs for each method).
Table 7 shows the average performance of each
system for all contrastive sets. The results differ
greatly from BLEU results; methods on par or be-
low the baseline according to BLEU perform better
than the baseline when evaluated on the contrastive
test sets. This is notably the case of the Concat
models, which achieve some of the best results on
the both large-scale pronoun sets (EN→DE and
EN→FR), as shown by the high percentages on the
more difficult feminine pronoun Sie for EN→DE
and all pronouns for EN→FR.
Most models struggle to achieve high perfor-
mances for the feminine sie and masculine er,
which is likely due to neuter es being the major-
ity class in the training data. For French, although
the feminine pronouns are also usually challeng-
ing, the high scores seen here are possibly due to
the fact that many examples have an antecedent
within the same sentence. The Concat2to2 method
however performs well across the board, proving
to be an effective way of exploiting context. It also
achieves the highest scores on both the anaphora
and coherence/cohesion test set, which is only pos-
sible when the context is actually being used, as
the test set is completely balanced. This appears to
confirm the findings of Bawden et al. (2018) that
target-side context is most effectively used when
channelled through the decoder. Surprisingly, the
multi-source encoder approach degrades the base-
line with respect to this evaluation, suggesting that
the context being used is detrimental to the han-
dling of these phenomena.
We note that using OpenSubtitles as a resource
for context-dependent translation or scoring, has
additional challenges. Figure 3 illustrates four of
these, which could make translation more chal-
lenging if they affect the context being exploited.
7.2 Chat Translation Task
Table 8 shows BLEU score results on the propri-
etary data, with the modifications described in §3
to address the chat task. As expected, document-
level information has a larger impact for the lowest
resource language pair, EN→PT br, with marginal
improvements on EN→FR and EN→DE.
The performance of these methods depends on
the language pair and domain. Although it is not
conclusive which method performs best, our pro-
posed method improves over the baseline consis-
tently, whereas the cache-based and Concat2to2
methods also perform well in some scenarios. For
our Doc-Star-Transformer approach, using predic-
tions rather than the gold history harms the model
at inference, showing that bridging this gap could
lead to a better handling of target-side context.
There is little correlation between BLEU scores
and the human MQM scores (as shown by the
comparison for 3 methods in Table 9). Although
the difference between BLEU scores are marginal,
MQM indicates that quality differences can be
seen by human evaluators: the document-level sys-
tems (Cache and Star) both achieve higher results
for EN→PT br (although the Star approach under-
performs for EN→FR). This shows that for cer-
tain language directions, the document-level ap-
proaches do learn to fix some errors and therefore
improve translation quality. This also confirms
previous suggestions that BLEU is not a good met-
EN→DE EN→FR
Total Es Sie Er Total it they Anaphora
Coherence/
cohesion(%)
elle il elles ils All All
Baseline 45.0 91.9 22.9 20.2 79.7 88.1 82.7 76.1 72.2 50.0 50.0
Concat2to1 48.0 91.6 27.1 25.3 80.9 88.4 83.3 77.2 73.9 50.0 52.5
Concat2to2 70.8 91.8 61.9 58.7 83.2 89.2 86.2 80.4 77.6 82.5 55.0
Cache (Subwords) 45.2 92.1 23.5 19.9 79.7 88.0 82.7 76.0 72.0 50.0 50.0
Multi-src Enc 42.6 62.3 33.9 31.5 59.0 62.0 61.3 57.2 57.3 47.0 46.5
Star, 8 heads 45.9 91.3 27.0 19.5 79.6 88.0 82.6 76.1 72.0 50.0 50.0
Table 7: Accuracies (in %) for the contrastive sets. Methods outperforming the baseline are in bold.
Domain1 Domain2 Domain3
EN-DE EN-FR EN-PT br EN-DE EN-FR EN-PT br EN-DE EN-FR EN-PT br
Baseline 78.53 79.71 81.21 72.11 76 73.94 69.67 74.76 74.95
Concat2to1 S1,S2 + speaker tag 78.04 79.65 80.36 71 75.35 73.02 69.92 74.57 74.82S1 77.97 79.55 80.26 70.95 75.21 73.33 69.77 74.47 74.84
Concat2to2 S1,S2 + speaker tag 79.84 79.3 80.33 70.56 74.87 73.52 69.74 74.37 74.56S1 78.88 79.15 79.92 70.13 74.9 73.33 69.59 74.25 74.33
Cache S1 + Cli JointPolicy Subwords 78.62 79.66 80.79 72.12 75.03 73.47 69.47 74.77 75.04JointPolicy Words 78.52 79.63 80.93 71.66 75.93 73.54 69.55 74.77 74.97
Cache S1 only Subwods 78.41 79.46 81.17 71.73 75.92 74.41 69.68 74.8 74.94Words 78.28 79.54 81.04 71.9 75.87 74.33 69.51 74.82 74.94
Multi-src enc SEP + speaker tag 78.23 79.64 81.04 71.5 75.87 73.78 - 74.66 74.82
Star
S1,S2 2 heads Gold target ctx 79.7 80.08 82.64 71.79 75.62 73.67 71.36 74.87 75.03
S1,S2 2 heads Predicted target ctx 78.81 79.38 79.63 71.72 75.58 73.7 69.38 74.77 75.11
S1 2 heads Gold target ctx 79.35 79.58 82.52 72.16 75.95 74.1 71.33 75.01 75.48
S1 2 heads Predicted target ctx 78.17 79.24 79.83 72.24 75.68 73.9 70.24 74.65 75.21
Table 8: BLEU scores on the chat translation task (proprietary data for 3 different domains and language pairs). S1 and S2
refer to the speakers in the case of chat translation task.
EN→FR EN→PT br
BLEU MQM BLEU MQM
Baseline 74.76 87.46 74.95 92.47
Cache 74.82 89.02 74,94 93.20
Star 2 heads 75.01 86.80 75.48 95.20
Table 9: The results of automatic and manual evaluation
of the context-aware NMT methods in terms of BLEU and
MQM on English→French and English→Portuguese.
ric to distinguish between strong NMT systems.
8 Conclusion
We provided a systematic comparison of several
context-aware NMT methods. One of the meth-
ods in this comparison was a new adaptation of
the recently proposed StarTransformer architec-
ture to document-level MT. In addition to BLEU,
we reported results of the contrastive evaluation
of context-dependent phenomena (anaphora and
coherence/cohesion), creating an additional large-
scale contrastive test set for EN→FR anaphoric
pronouns, and we carried out human evalua-
tion in terms of Multidimensional Quality Met-
rics (MQM). Our findings suggest that existing
context-aware approaches are less advantageous in
scenarios with larger datasets and strong sentence-
level baselines. In terms of the targeted context-
dependent evaluation, one of the promising ap-
proaches is one of the simplest: the Concat2to2,
where translated context is channelled through
the decoder, although our Doc-Star-Transformer
method achieves good results according to the
manual evaluation of MT quality.
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